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Victory Cruise Lines' Canada and St. Lawrence shore excursions are led by knowledgeable local guides and provide
meaningful opportunities to uncover the rich history and fascinating cultures of unique cities like Toronto, Montreal
Quebec, Charlottetown, Halifax, Portland, and more.

Lawrence River and Gulf of St. Lawrence, despite its activities off the convoy assembly ports of Halifax and
Sydney, Nova Scotia ; therefore, early attacks in the Battle of the St. Lawrence were considered ad-hoc and
opportunistic. The first attack was by U , which torpedoed and sank the British freighter Nicoya at the mouth
of the St. Lawrence River several kilometres off Anticosti Island on 12 May , followed by the Dutch freighter
Leto in the same vicinity several hours later. U departed the Gulf of St. Lawrence to return to its established
patrol in the North Atlantic. Lawrence River had been guarded by only four RCN warships, a Bangor-class
minesweeper , two Fairmile Marine motor launches and an armed yacht ; a clearly inadequate force for the
task. Lawrence were startled at the sight of maritime warfare off their shores, with ships on fire and explosions
rattling their communities, while bodies and debris floated ashore. Blackouts were strictly enforced and army
units were sent out on coastal patrols along roads and railway lines. On 6 July, within half an hour, he sank
three ships from the twelve-ship convoy QS This attack drove the submarine to the bottom where it hid for 12
hours. The submarine then rushed out of the Gulf for repairs. Eastern Air Command positioned itself to better
defend the remaining convoys by establishing a "Special Submarine Hunting Detachment" of No. Neither sank
the U-boat. Aircraft continued to harry the submarine as it cruised the Gulf. Later the young airman would be
awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross, in large part for his determined attack of the U-boat. Lawrence to be
closed to all trans-Atlantic shipping, allowing only coastal trade. The embargo lasted until early Fall [ edit ] In
September U attacked Convoy ON along with a number of other submarines and chased them across the
Atlantic all the way to the gulf. The submarine was damaged but escaped the river. In November, U was
ordered in but turned away because of oppressive Canadian patrols that prevented entry. U-boat losses
experienced by the Kriegsmarine during following the entry of the United States Navy into the Battle of the
Atlantic , coupled with declining German shipbuilding capability to replace battle losses, saw the U-boat fleet
redeployed to the primary Atlantic convoy routes to disrupt the Allied war resupply effort; this effectively saw
enemy submarines withdrawn from the St. Lawrence by the end of The correspondence detailed an escape
plan in which the prisoners were to tunnel out of the camp and make their way using currency and false
documents provided for them through eastern Ontario and across Quebec to the northeastern tip of New
Brunswick off the Pointe de Maisonnette lighthouse where the escapees would be retrieved by a U-boat.
Canadian authorities did not tip off the POWs and detected signs of tunnel digging at Camp All prisoners
except one were arrested at the time of their escape attempt; the sole inmate who managed to escape travelled
all the way to Pointe de Maisonette undetected, likely travelling onboard Canadian National Railway
passenger trains to the Bathurst area. The task force led by Rimouski waited in Caraquet Harbour, obscured by
Caraquet Island , the night of 26â€”27 September and detected the presence of U off Pointe de Maisonnette
while shore authorities arrested the POW escapee. U managed to elude the RCN task force by diving just as
the surface warships began attacking with depth charges; the submarine was able to escape the Gulf of St.
Lawrence without making the extraction. By early , the shipping lanes in the Gulf of St. Lawrence River were
reopened to domestic and war-related convoys operating primarily from Quebec City to Sydney. Late saw a
resurgence of U-boat activity in the St. German submarines were being equipped with the snorkel , a
telescopic engine ventilation system that permitted continuous underwater operation without surfacing. U
entered the Gulf of St. Fog and other weather conditions in the St. Lawrence also conspired to hamper RCAF
patrols. Order of battle[ edit ].
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The St. Lawrence Victory was a US Maritime Administration armed cargo ship, named for St. Lawrence University in St.
Lawrence County, New York as one of educational institutions which had Victory ships named after them.

Natural wonders include wale watching off Tadoussac, and the splendor of Niagara Falls. Once aboard, enjoy
the welcoming hospitality and personalized attention of our friendly and professional onboard staff. Settle into
your stateroom before joining your fellow guests for dinner with free flowing house wines and cocktails.
Enjoy convivial conversation with your fellow passengers or join an engaging discussion with our shipboard
experts, well-versed in the history, peoples, and natural wonders of the Great Lakes region. Elegant dining in
two distinctive venues with free-flowing house wine, beer, and spirits enhance your day. In the morning,
coaches leave the port and follow the historic trail walked by delegates to the conference that led to the
Confederation of Canada. Visit the charming city center before returning to the ship for an exceptional dinner
overlooking the sea. Scenic Sailing of the Gulf of St. Lawrence Serving as a partial boundary between the U.
Lawrence River is an important route for trade and travel. The river spans miles and widens significantly near
Quebec City to become the St. Lawrence River meets the outflow of the Saguenay River, is one of the most
exciting whale-watching sites in the world. Between May and October, up to 13 species of cetaceans make
their way upriver from the Atlantic Ocean, to become temporary residents in the salty rich waters of the St.
These sea mammals include blue whales, the largest animals on the planet, and the impressive humpbacks,
which swim up into the mouth of the Saguenay Fjord near Tadoussac to feed. Coaches depart for the Plains of
Abraham where the battle between invading English and French defenders took place as the English stormed
the upper city and captured the town. Onward to Place Royale in the lower-town, which was bombarded in
from across the river, as fire ships were dispatched towards the port. In the afternoon, guests are encouraged to
stroll on their own out the port to visit the Petit Champlain and take the funicular railway to the Chateau
Frontenac and its magnificent Dufferin Terrace. Situated on the St. Lawrence River, it remains an important
crossroads for shipping by land and sea, with a rich history of Iroquois, colonial, and cosmopolitan
settlements. Scenic Sailing of St. The spectacular coastline offers unrivaled natural beauties: Take in the
changing views as you stroll the wooden decks, tuck into an inviting deck chair, or refresh with a meal or high
tea in one of our sophisticated onboard restaurants. The original Welland Canal was opened in and was
extended to reach Lake Erie in The current canal was completed in and boasts eight locks. Today, the city is
also filled with beautiful urban spaces and is home to the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame! Explore the evolution
of the musical genre that shaped a generation and track its cultural impact, housed in a striking structure
designed by I. California Seller of Travel Registration No.
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After the war, it served as a relief ship delivering supplies to Europe under the Marshall Plan. Damaged by a
sea mine in , it was salvaged by Yugoslavia then changed hands several times in private use before it was
scrapped in Early history The SS St. Lawrence University in St. Lawrence County, New York as one of
educational institutions which had Victory ships named after them. The ship was operated by the Agwilines
Inc. In contrast, Victory ships were built to last longer and serve the US Navy after the war. The Victory ship
differed from a Liberty ship in that they were faster, longer, wider, taller, and had a thinner stack set farther
toward the superstructure and a long raised forecastle. Missions The first mission of the St. Lawrence Victory
was to deliver bombs to Saipan for the Pacific War. Loaded with her maximum weight of 10, tons of
explosive material , the ship traversed the Pacific Ocean to Saipan, traveling in a zig-zag motion to elude
Japanese submarines ; the ship journeyed under radio silence and without running lights at night. After
delivering her cargo, she proceeded to Seattle , arriving in July On August 27 of that year, the St. Lawrence
Victory joined Task Group Lawrence Victory served as a relief ship as part of the Marshall Plan , carrying
supplies to war-torn European nations. Afterwards, she was claimed by Yugoslavia as a marine salvage ship,
eventually repaired and put into private use as a passenger ship. The Hrvatska was managed by Dabinovic S.
Later in , the ship was sold to Cia. In it was sold to Soc. Lawrence Victory was sold once more in to Soc.
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Victory in the St. Lawrence tells the riveting true story of how shortsighted government priorities and advanced German
submarine technology allowed the Nazis to.

Choose your cabin Immerse yourself in the historic gems of French Canada while navigating the mile Saint
Lawrence Seaway. Natural wonders include wale watching off Tadoussac, and the splendor of Niagara Falls.
Itinerary may operate in reverse on select dates - contact us for details. Once aboard, enjoy the welcoming
hospitality and personalized attention of our friendly and professional onboard staff. Settle into your stateroom
before joining your fellow guests for dinner with free flowing house wines and cocktails. A global city,
Toronto is an international centre of business, finance, arts, and culture, and widely recognized as one of the
most multicultural and cosmopolitan cities in the world. Enjoy convivial conversation with your fellow
passengers or join an engaging discussion with our shipboard experts, well-versed in the history, peoples, and
natural wonders of the Great Lakes region. Elegant dining in two distinctive venues with free-flowing house
wine, beer, and spirits enhance your day. Day 3 â€” Charlottetown, P. In the morning, coaches leave the port
and follow the historic trail walked by delegates to the conference that led to the Confederation of Canada.
Visit the charming city center before returning to the ship for an exceptional dinner overlooking the sea.
Lawrence seaway as we enter the Gulf of St. For centuries, the St. The river spans miles, beginning at the
outflow of Lake Ontario near Kingston and flowing northeast into the Gulf of St. Enjoy a day of beautiful
vistas and serene sailing as we make our way through the Gulf towards the mouth of the river. Lawrence River
meets the outflow of the Saguenay River, is one of the most exciting whale-watching sites in the world.
Between May and October, up to 13 species of cetaceans make their way upriver from the Atlantic Ocean, to
become temporary residents in the salty rich waters of the St. These sea mammals include blue whales, the
largest animals on the planet, and the impressive humpbacks, which swim up into the mouth of the Saguenay
Fjord near Tadoussac to feed. Coaches depart for the Plains of Abraham where the battle between invading
English and French defenders took place as the English stormed the upper city and captured the town. Onward
to Place Royale in the lower-town, which was bombarded in from across the river, as fire ships were
dispatched towards the port. In the afternoon, guests are encouraged to stroll on their own out the port to visit
the Petit Champlain and take the funicular railway to the Chateau Frontenac and its magnificent Dufferin
Terrace. Situated on the St. Lawrence River, it remains important crossroads for shipping by land and sea,
with a rich history of Iroquois, colonial, and cosmopolitan settlements. Explore Montreal old and new with a
drive through the downtown business district to the top of Mont Royal for a commanding view of the city and
the St. Day 8 â€” Scenic Sailing of St. The spectacular coastline offers unrivaled natural beauties: Take in the
changing views as you stroll the wooden decks, tuck into an inviting deck chair, or refresh with a meal or high
tea in one of our sophisticated onboard restaurants. The original Welland Canal was opened in and was
extended to reach Lake Erie in The current canal was completed in and boasts eight locks. Today, the city is
also filled with beautiful urban spaces and is home to the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame! Explore the evolution
of the musical genre that shaped a generation and track its cultural impact, housed in a striking structure
designed by I. Sailing on Victory II Refined, intimate ship experiences.
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The top-seeded Saints overall will face No. Dede hit a good ball in and I was able to climb up. I knew I headed
down, which is always a good thing. It feels awesome because it was a tough game, we battled the whole
game. It was a really good game, a lot of fun. The Saints and Bombers played to a scoreless tie in Canton on
Sept. SLU held a shots edge in that game. SLU was just 4 minutes and 34 seconds away from possibly facing
penalty kicks deciding the game before Dorney ended it. Crouse crashed into Hobart goalie Alec Kaminer.
The Saints played the final five minutes of regulation, and all 16 minutes of overtime, a man down after the
red card. That is what helped us get over the edge today, especially when we were down to 10 men. I felt bad
for Ryan Crouse with the red card. I think the conditions brought him into the keeper a little bit, so it was
unfortunate. The referee did a good job as well. It was a red, but it was unfortunate. Hobart had a chance to
extend the lead to but a good scoring chance from Nate Cary in the 36th minute went just over the top of the
bar. SLU tied the game in the 40th minute when Brendan McNamee scored off a free kick from Dede on a
shot that was about eight yards away from the goal. The Saints took a lead in the 52nd minute on a goal from
Charlton Kelly with Aidan Callahan assisting. Kelly took a shot to the high corner of the net. SLU outshot the
Statesmen in the first half, but Hobart held a advantage in the second half. Jack Fell assisted on the goal. We
wanted to win it in regular time because anything can happen in penalty kicks. Last week we played them and
it was a good game. It was the same type of game. They are a good team and we knew that. We knew they
were going to come out hard. When responding to issues raised by other commenters, do not engage in
personal attacks or name-calling.
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Scenic Sailing of St. Lawrence River Delight in this day of cruising aboard the M/V Victory II as we navigate the St.
Lawrence River. The spectacular coastline offers unrivaled natural beauties: dramatic cliffs, colorful foliage, historic
cityscapes, vibrant with birds and marine life.

Cover prepared on an Archive Quality Envelope without gum on flap. This ship served in the Pacific,
delivering special bombs to Saipan in July The proud ship was one of the two civilian cargo ships that were in
Tokyo Bay, during the Surrender Ceremony of Japan on September 2, That country claimed her as a marine
salvage and did not return her to the US. However, she was repaired and served under several international
owners until scrapped in Photo by George Barber. Check out my other items! Shipping and handling This
item will ship to Germany, but the seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller- opens in a new
window or tab and request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please
enter a valid ZIP Code. This seller offers shipping discounts on combined purchases for eligible items.
Fairfield, California, United States Shipping to: Worldwide No additional import charges at delivery! This
item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn moreopens in a new window or tab Quantity: There are 2 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal
to 2. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code.
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m.v. Victory II - 12 nights departing 14th August - From Â£4,pp Immerse yourself in the historic gems of French Canada
while navigating the 1,mile St Lawrence Seaway system with small ship operator Victory Cruise Lines.

Both ships were built in resemblance to the traditional US coastal steamboats of the late 19th century. The
company specializes in marine shipping, cruise shipping, and also car and passenger ferries. The vessel was
operated under charter by Haimark Line â€” specializing in small ship expedition cruise touring. Before
entering service for Haimark, the vessel was extensively refurbished in Charleston SC. Before the launch,
Haimark Line invested USD 3,5 million for an extensive drydock refurbishment of all interior spaces. Then
the ship was renamed from "Cape May Light". The number of injured was Booked travelers who have
previously obtained a refund from their travel insurance or credit card issuer were not eligible. The ship also
operates reglar cruises to Cuba leaving round-trip from Miami Florida. In October , Victory Cruise Lines
announced the inaugural Cuba cruise season will offer to night island circumnavigation itineraries starting in
March The inaugural Cuba cruise departed from Miami on April 20, All-inclusive fares for night itineraries
started at USD 6, pp included early-booking discount. Select departures had overnight hotel or air credit of
USD pp. Each voyage features educational activities interactions with Cuban artists, musicians, naturalists,
entrepreneurs. Outside staterooms include armoires and picture windows for panoramic views. Expertly
guided shore excursions are included. Learn Aboard shipboard enrichment program is hosted by experts in
culture, history and natural wonders of the places visited. Victory Cruise Lines deals Follows the list of
onboard amenities and services offered complimentary to all passengers cruise price inclusive regardless of
cabin grades: MS Victory I wiki Total number of cabins: Main dining room Restaurants and food bars: Soon
after the collision accident June 18, , Haimark Line filed for bankruptcy. The inaugural cruise was scheduled
for July 8. Also were announced further plans for Florida to Cuba cruise itineraries. On board were hosted ship
tours for travel agents and sales seminar. The repositioning cruise back to Canada was scheduled for May 5.
January through April were scheduled night roundtrip Miami to Cuba cruises.
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The SS St. Lawrence Victory was a Victory-class cargo ship built during World War II under the Emergency Shipbuilding
program. The St. Lawrence Victory (MCV), was a type VC2-S-AP2 Victory ship built by Permanente Metals Corporation,
Yard 2, of Richmond, California.

Victory ship â€” The Victory ship was a class of cargo ship produced in large numbers by North American
shipyards during World War II to replace losses caused by German submarines. A total of Victory ships were
built, one of the first acts of the United States War Shipping Administration upon its formation in February
was to commission the design of what came to be known as the Victory class. The design was an enhancement
of the Liberty ship, which had successfully produced in extraordinary numbers. Victory ships were larger than
Liberty ships,14 feet longer at feet,6 feet wider at 62 ft. Displacement was up just under 1, tons, to 15,, with a
raised forecastle and a more sophisticated hull shape to help achieve the higher speed, they had a quite
different appearance from Liberty ships. To make them vulnerable to U-boat attacks, Victory ships made 15 to
17 knots,4 to 6 knots faster than the Libertys. The extra speed was achieved through more modern, efficient
engines, most used steam turbines, which had been in short supply earlier in the war and reserved for
warships. All were oil-fired, but for a handful of Canadian vessels completed with both coal bunkers and oil
tanks, another improvement was electrically powered auxiliary equipment, rather than steam-driven
machinery. To prevent the hull fractures that a few Liberty ships developed and these were manned by United
States Navy Armed Guard personnel. The VC2-S-AP5 Haskell-class attack transports were armed with the
5-inch stern gun, one quad 40 mm Bofors cannon, four dual 40 mm Bofors cannon, the Haskells were operated
and crewed exclusively by U. The Victory ship was noted for good proportion of cubic between holds for a
ship of its day. A Victory ships cargo hold one, two and five hatches are a single rigged with a capacity of
70,,76,, and 69, bale cubic feet respectively. Victory ships hold three and four hatches are double rigged with a
capacity of , and , bale cubic feet respectively. Victory ship have built in mast, booms and derrick cranes, the
first vessel was SS United Victory launched at Oregon Shipbuilding Corporation on 12 January and completed
on 28 February , making her maiden voyage a month later. American vessels frequently had a name
incorporating the word Victory, the British and Canadians used Fort and Park respectively. Although initial
deliveries were slowâ€”only 15 had been delivered by May â€”by the end of the war had been constructed,
because the Atlantic battle had been won by the time that the first of the Victory ships appeared none were
sunk by U-boats. A total of 97 Victory ships were converted to carry up to 1, soldiers 2. Steam turbine â€” A
steam turbine is a device that extracts thermal energy from pressurized steam and uses it to do mechanical
work on a rotating output shaft. Its modern manifestation was invented by Sir Charles Parsons in , in , Taqi
al-Din in Ottoman Egypt described a steam turbine with the practical application of rotating a spit. The
devices described by Taqi al-Din and Wilkins are today known as steam jacks, in an impulse steam turbine
driven car was designed by Ferdinand Verbiest. A more modern version of car was produced some time in the
late 18th century by an unknown German mechanic. The modern steam turbine was invented in by Sir Charles
Parsons, the invention of Parsons steam turbine made cheap and plentiful electricity possible and
revolutionized marine transport and naval warfare. Parsons design was a reaction type and his patent was
licensed and the turbine scaled-up shortly after by an American, George Westinghouse. The Parsons turbine
also turned out to be easy to scale up. Parsons had the satisfaction of seeing his invention adopted for all major
world power stations, a number of other variations of turbines have been developed that work effectively with
steam. The de Laval turbine accelerated the steam to full speed before running it against a turbine blade, De
Lavals impulse turbine is simpler, less expensive and does not need to be pressure-proof. It can operate with
any pressure of steam, but is less efficient. It was used in John Brown-engined merchant ships and warships,
including liners, the present-day manufacturing industry for steam turbines is dominated by Chinese power
equipment makers. There are several classifications for modern steam turbines, Turbine blades are of two
basic types, blades and nozzles. Blades move entirely due to the impact of steam on them and this results in a
steam velocity drop and essentially no pressure drop as steam moves through the blades. A turbine composed
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of alternating with fixed nozzles is called an impulse turbine, Curtis turbine, Rateau turbine 3. The base ring
mount, which improved the rate of fire, entered service on USS Gridley. Even this advanced system required
nearly rounds of ammunition expenditure per aircraft kill, however, the planes were normally killed by shell
fragments and not direct hits, barrage fire was used, with many guns firing in the air at the same time. Base
ring mounts with integral hoists had a rate of fire of 15 rounds per minute per barrel, however. On pedestal
and other mounts lacking integral hoists,12 to 15 rounds per minute was the rate of fire, useful life expectancy
was effective full charges per barrel. It was backfitted to many of the World War I-era battleships during their
wartime refits and it has left active US Navy service, but it is still on mothballed ships of the United States
Navy reserve fleets. The gun assembly shown is used in single mounts, and it is the gun in twin mounts. It is
loaded from the left side, the left gun in twin mounts is the mirror image of the right gun, and it is loaded from
the right side. The Mk12 gun assembly weighs 3, lb, the major Mk12 Gun Assembly characteristics are,
Semi-automatic During recoil, some of the recoil energy is stored in the counter-recoil system. That stored
energy is used during counter-recoil to prepare the gun for the next round, the firing pin is cocked, the breech
is opened, the spent powder case is ejected, and the bore is air cleaned. Hand loaded A Projectile-Man and a
Powder-Man are stationed at each gun assembly and their job is to move the round, consisting of a projectile
and a powder case, from the hoists to the rammer tray, and then start the ram cycle. The hydraulically driven
Rammer Spade, called the Power Spade in that picture, is at the back of the Rammer Tray, if the multiple
names of the Spade is confusing, look at this footnote. Vertical sliding-wedge breech block The breech block
closes the chamber behind the powder case and it also holds the firing pin assembly 4. Different guns of this
caliber were used by the U. Coast Guard from through the s on a variety of combatant and transport ship
classes. Low-angle mountings for this gun had a range of yards at the elevation of 15 degrees. The gun entered
service around with the Bainbridge-class destroyers, and was fitted to Connecticut-class battleships. These
guns fired the same 2, feet per second used by the following dual-purpose Marks. Maximum range was 14,
yards at 45 degrees elevation, useful life expectancy was effective full charges per barrel. The small gun was
chosen to remove the temptation to engage enemy vessels on the surface. The gun was mounted aft of the
conning tower to reduce submerged drag. Oerlikon 20 mm cannon â€” The Oerlikon 20 mm cannon is a series
of autocannons, based on an original German 20 mm Becker design that appeared very early in World War I.
It was widely produced by Oerlikon Contraves and others, with various models employed by both Allied and
Axis forces during World War II, and many still in use today. During World War I, the German Reinhold
Becker developed a 20 mm caliber cannon and this used a 20x70 RB cartridge and had a cyclic rate of fire of
rpm. Because the Treaty of Versailles banned further production of weapons in Germany. In the Oerlikon S
was added to the product line. The purpose of development was to improve the performance of the gun as an
anti-tank and anti-aircraft weapon. An improved version known as the 1S followed in , three sizes of gun with
their different ammunition and barrel length, but very similar mechanisms, continued to be developed in
parallel. In Oerlikon reconsidered the application of its gun in aircraft and introduced the AF and AL, designed
to be used in flexible mounts, the round box magazine used by earlier versions of the gun was replaced by
drum magazine holding 15 or 30 rounds. Apart from changes to the design of the guns for wing-mounting and
remote control, for the FF series drum sizes of 45,60,75 and rounds were available, but most users chose the
round drum. The s were a period of global re-armament, and a number of foreign firms took licenses for the
Oerlikon family of aircraft cannon 6. Cargo ship â€” A cargo ship or freighter is any sort of ship or vessel that
carries cargo, goods, and materials from one port to another. Thousands of cargo carriers ply the worlds seas
and oceans each year, cargo ships are usually specially designed for the task, often being equipped with cranes
and other mechanisms to load and unload, and come in all sizes. Tankers carry petroleum products or other
liquid cargo, dry bulk carriers carry coal, grain, ore and other similar products in loose form. Multi-purpose
vessels, as the name suggests, carry different classes of cargo â€” e. Specialized types of cargo vessels include
ships and bulk carriers. Cargo ships fall into two categories that reflect the services they offer to industry, liner
and tramp services. Those on a published schedule and fixed tariff rates are cargo liners. Tramp ships do not
have fixed schedules, users charter them to haul loads. Generally, the shipping companies and private
individuals operate tramp ships. Cargo liners run on fixed schedules published by the shipping companies,
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each trip a liner takes is called a voyage. However, some cargo liners may carry passengers also, a cargo liner
that carries 12 or more passengers is called a combination or passenger-cum-cargo line. The desire to trade
routes over longer distances, and throughout more seasons of the year. Before the middle of the 19th century,
the incidence of piracy resulted in most cargo ships being armed, sometimes heavily, as in the case of the
Manila galleons. They were also escorted by warships. Piracy is still common in some waters, particularly in
the Malacca Straits. In , the governments of three nations agreed to provide better protection for the ships
passing through the Straits. The waters off Somalia and Nigeria are also prone to piracy, while smaller vessels
are also in danger along parts of the South American, Southeast Asian coasts, the words cargo and freight have
become interchangeable in casual usage 7. As of the U. Census, the population is at , The largest, Richmond,
Virginia, is the namesake of the California city, the Ohlone Indians were the first inhabitants of the Richmond
area, settling an estimated 5, years ago. The name Richmond appears to predate actual incorporation by more
than fifty years, the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad had its terminus at Richmond. The first post
office opened in , Richmond was founded and incorporated in , carved out of Rancho San Pablo, from which
the nearby town of San Pablo inherited its name. Until the enactment of prohibition in , the city had the largest
winery in the world, in the s the Ku Klux Klan was active in the city. The old Ford plant has been a National
Historic Place since , the city was a small town at that time, until the onset of World War II which brought on
a rush of migrants and a boom in the industrial sector. Standard Oil set up here in , including a what is now the
Chevron Richmond Refinery and tank farm. Many of these lived in specially constructed houses scattered
throughout the San Francisco Bay Area, including Richmond, Berkeley. A specially built rail line, the
Shipyard Railway, transported workers to the shipyards, kaisers Richmond shipyards built Victory and Liberty
ships for the war effort, more than any other site in the U. The city broke many records and even built one
Liberty ship in a five days. On average the yards could build a ship in thirty days, the medical system
established for the shipyard workers at the Richmond Field Hospital eventually became todays Kaiser
Permanente HMO. It remained in operation until when it was replaced by the modern Richmond Medical
Center hospital, Point Richmond was originally the commercial hub of the city, but a new downtown arose in
the center of the city. It was populated by many department stores such as Kress, J. Penney, Sears, Macys,
during the war the population increased dramatically and peaked at around , by the end of the war. Once the
war ended the workers were no longer needed 8. The Phayap Army sent troops to invade and occupy
northeastern Burma, also involved were the Japanese puppet states of Manchukuo and Mengjiang, and the
collaborationist Wang Jingwei regime. The official policy of the U. Government is that Thailand was not an
ally of the Axis, Japan conscripted many soldiers from its colonies of Korea and Formosa. The German and
the Italian navies operated submarines and raiding ships in the Indian, the Italians had access to concession
territory naval bases in China, while the Germans did not. After Japans attack on Pearl Harbor and the
subsequent declarations of war, mexico, Free France and many other countries also took part, especially forces
from other British colonies.
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DAY 2 Sailing the St. Lawrence Seaway, 1, Islands & Lake Ontario Today we'll cruise the St. Lawrence Seaway to the 1,
Islands corridor, an archipelago of nearly 1, islands, then on to Lake Ontario, the smallest in the chain of Great Lakes,
where a favorable microclimate supports a major fruit and wine growing region.

Mary had declared war on France, 7 June Quentin the French forces under Constable Anne de Montmorency
were overwhelmed, and Montmorency was captured by the forces under the command of the Duke Emmanuel
Philibert of Savoy and the Count of Egmont in an alliance with English troops, and the French were defeated.
Quentin, "the sight of the battlefield gave Philip a permanent distaste for war"; [12] he declined to pursue his
advantage, withdrawing to the Spanish Netherlands to the north, [1] where he had been the Governor since
The Treaty of Cateau-Cambresis ended the war two years later. Known as El Escorial , it was finally
completed in Duke Emmanuel Philibert of Savoy , having won the victory, had also secured a place at the
conference table when the terms of peace were deliberated, resulting in the Treaty of Cateau-Cambresis , The
duke was able to secure the independence of the Duchy of Savoy , which had been occupied by the French a
generation earlier. The Duke of Savoy moved his capital across the Alps to Turin two years later, making
Savoy an Italian state and refounding the dynasty of the House of Savoy , which would become the royal
house of a united Italy in A History of the Habsburg Empire Taylor and Francis, Renaissance France at War:
Armies, Culture and Society, C. Bonner, The Scottish Soldier Abroad, , ed. The Age of Wars of Religion,
Vicente y Lavajos, , p. Kamen claims that the battle was "won by a mainly Netherlandish army commanded
by the non-Spaniards the duke of Savoy and the earl of Egmont". On the other hand, Geoffrey Parker states
that Spanish troops were decisive in defeating the French at St. August und bei Gravelingen Juli ", Historische
Studien vol. Reprint , Kraus Reprint Vaduz.
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